Dynamic Heterogeneous Multi-Population Cultural Algorithm (D-HMP-CA) is a novel algorithm to solve global optimization problems. It incorporates a number of local Cultural Algorithms (CAs) and a shared belief space. D-HMP-CA benefits from its dynamic decomposition techniques including the bottom-up and top-down strategies. These techniques divide the problem dimensions into a number of groups which will be assigned to different local CAs. The goal of this article is to evaluate the algorithm scalability. In order to do so, D-HMP-CA is applied on a benchmark of large scale global optimization problems. The results show that the top-down strategy outperforms the bottom-up technique by offering better solutions, while within lower size optimization problems the bottom-up approach presents a better performance. Generally, this evaluation reveals that D-HMP-CA is an efficient method for high dimensional optimization problems due to its computational complexity for both CPU time and memory usage. Furthermore, it is an effective method such that it offers competitive solutions compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems are a set of problems where the goal is to make a system as effective as possible. Minimizing the total assembly cost of a huge computer system and maximizing the resource utilization within a manufacturing system are two samples of optimization problems. The goal of this research area is to design an algorithm to be able to find the optimal solution within an acceptable time. In other words, an optimization algorithm should be effective in terms of finding optimal solutions and it is expected to be efficient in terms of the resources it requires to converge to the optimal solution.
The research area of optimization is very wellknown due to its wide range of applications within both continuous and discrete problem domains. The problems within continuous domains are called global optimization problems. The focus of this paper is to deal with large scale global optimization problems in which the number of problem dimensions is a large number.
To solve optimization problems, different kinds of algorithms are introduced in the literature. Cultural Algorithm (CA) developed by Reynolds (Reynolds, 1994 ) is a subset of population-based methods which are successfully applied to deal with optimization problems. CA incorporates knowledge to guide its search mechanism. CA incorporates two spaces including population space and belief space such that the former one is responsible for evolving solutions and the latter one is designed to extract, update and record the knowledge over generations.
The most recent architecture to implement CAs is Heterogenous Multi-Population Cultural Algorithm (HMP-CA) (Raeesi N. and Kobti, 2013) in which the given problem is decomposed into a number of sub-problems and sub-problems are assigned to different local CAs to get optimized separately in parallel. HMP-CA ) is designed to deal with only static dimension decomposition techniques, but its improved version, Dynamic HMP-CA (D-HMP-CA) , covers dynamic decomposition techniques as well. Although D-HMP-CA offers a great performance to solve numerical optimization functions, there is no information reported regarding its scalability to show its performance on high dimensional problems. In this article, the performance of D-HMP-CA on large scale global optimization problems is evaluated in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
The remaining of this article is structured as fol-lows. Section 2 briefly describes HMP-CA and the existing dimension decomposition techniques, followed by representing large scale global optimization in Section 3. D-HMP-CA and its dynamic decomposition techniques are characterized with more details in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates conducted experiments, results and their corresponding discussion. Finally Section 6 represents concluding remarks and future directions.
RELATED WORK
HMP-CA (Raeesi N. and Kobti, 2013) incorporates only one belief space which is shared among its local CAs instead of one local belief space for each local CA. The shared belief space records the best parameters found for each dimension. The local CAs within this architecture are designed to optimize different subsets of problem dimensions. Therefore, HMP-CA requires a dimension decomposition technique which has a major effect on the algorithm performance. The first HMP-CA (Raeesi N. and Kobti, 2013) incorporates a static dimension decomposition approach. The static decomposition techniques are the ones in which the number of dimension groups is predefined and the dimensions are assigned to a group initially such that they are not going to be re-assigned to another group later.
The effects of different decomposition techniques on the algorithm performance are also evaluated by incorporating a number of static decomposition techniques which can be categorized into two groups of balanced and imbalanced approaches . The former approaches assign the same number of dimensions to the local CAs, while the techniques in the latter group assign different numbers of problem dimensions to different local CAs. The results of this evaluation reveal that the imbalanced techniques highly outperform the balanced ones in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. The point is that assigning one dimension to each local CA results in a better performance in solving fullyseparable problems, while assigning a number of dimensions to each local CA works better for solving non-separable problems. Therefore, the imbalanced techniques which cover both types of assignments result in a better performance compared to the balanced techniques.
HMP-CA is further improved by incorporating dynamic dimension decomposition techniques . D-HMP-CA introduces two different dynamic approaches called top-down and bottom-up strategies. In this article, the performance of these techniques to solve high dimensional problems is evaluated and compared with the state-ofthe-art methods.
Dimension decomposition is also incorporated by another MP-CAs called Cultural Cooperative Particle Swarm Optimization (CCPSO) (Lin et al., 2009 ). In CCPSO, each dimension is assigned to one local CA such that it needs D local CAs to solve a Ddimensional optimization problem. CCPSO incorporates Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) within each local CA to evolve its sub-population.
Dimension decomposition techniques are also well-known in other research areas specially in the area of Cooperative Coevolution (CC) (Potter and De Jong, 1994) . CC introduces a framework incorporating a divide-and-conquer approach such that it decomposes a problem into a number of smaller subproblems. Then each sub-problem is getting optimized by an EA separately in parallel. Although both CC and HMP-CA have the similar frameworks, HMP-CA has an additional component compared to CC, namely its belief space, which incorporates knowledge to improve the search mechanism.
The first CC algorithm which is called Cooperative Co-evolutionary Genetic Algorithm (CCGA) (Potter and De Jong, 1994) incorporates the same dimension decomposition technique as CCPSO (Lin et al., 2009 ). This approach is also used in the first attempt for applying CC to large scale global optimization (Liu et al., 2001) .
Another well-known decomposition technique is cooperative split algorithm (van den Bergh and Engelbrecht, 2000; Olorunda and Engelbrecht, 2009 ) which initially decomposes a problem into K sub-problems by considering almost the same number of dimensions for each sub-problem. The K parameter is referred by split factor in this algorithm.
Random grouping is also another decomposition technique which is introduced in DECC-G algorithm (Yang et al., 2008a) . In random grouping, a D-dimensional problem is decomposed into m sdimensional problems satisfying m×s = D. Although the number of dimension groups is constant in this strategy, the groups are dynamic such that the dimensions are re-assigned to different groups every cycle. Since it is using a constant group size, selecting the best group size is the main limitation of DECC-G due to the fact that for separable problems it works better with a smaller group size, while for non-separable problems it works better with a larger group size.
Multilevel Cooperative Coevolution (MLCC) (Yang et al., 2008b; Li and Yao, 2012) solved the limitation of DECC-G by incorporating a multilevel strategy for selecting a group size. A pool of different DynamicHeterogeneousMulti-PopulationCulturalAlgorithmforLargeScaleGlobalOptimization group sizes are defined within MLCC and it selects one group size based on the problem under investigation and the stage of the evolution. Incorporating the pool strategy outperforms DECC-G, but determining a good pool of group sizes is remained as an issue with MLCC.
Considering variable interactions in designing dimension decomposition technique may results in a better performance. Cooperative Coevolution with Variable Interaction Learning (CCVIL) (Chen et al., 2010) benefits from a module called Variable Interaction Learning (VIL) to detect the dimensions interdependencies. Although VIL module improves the optimization process by merging interdependent dimensions into one group and preserve the independent dimensions within different groups, it is computationally expensive which limits its applicability.
Omidvar et al. (Omidvar et al., 2010 ) introduced a systematic approach to detect interacting variables in their proposed DECC-DML algorithm. Their proposed module which is called delta grouping considers the low-improved dimensions to be interacting. Although this kind of detection is not precise, there is no major computational cost associated with it.
LARGE SCALE GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION
As described before, numerical optimization is a subset of global optimization problems in which there is a mathematical function to be optimized. In numerical optimization, the given function should be considered as a black box such that it gets a D-dimensional vector of real numbers as input and returns a real number as the objective value for the given vector. Generalized Rosenbrock's function which is presented in Equation 1 is a sample numerical optimization function with both upper and lower bounds constraints on each dimension.
The high dimensional numerical optimization problems are also known as large scale global optimization. One of the well-known benchmarks for high dimensional problems is the benchmark of the CEC'2010 competition on large scale global optimization (Tang et al., 2009 ) which includes twenty 1000-dimensional numerical optimization functions. Although recently other benchmarks are introduced for high dimensional problems, this benchmark is selected due to its usage in evaluating related methods.
DYNAMIC HMP-CA
Dynamic HMP-CA (D-HMP-CA) ) is the improved version of HMP-CA which is capable to deal with dynamic decomposition techniques. During the process of evolution, it generates new local CAs and assigns them different dimension subsets. D-HMP-CA incorporates two different dynamic approaches including bottom-up and top-down techniques which are further characterized with examples in the following sub-sections.
D-HMP-CA is evaluated over twelve 30-dimensional benchmark functions (Raeesi N. and Kobti, 2014). The evaluation results reveal that for both dynamic techniques, D-HMP-CA presents a very good performance such that it is able to find the optimal solutions for every single run. However, in terms of algorithm efficiency, the results show that the bottom-up approach is more efficient due to its better convergence rate. In this article, D-HMP-CA is applied on large scale global optimization problems to be evaluated in terms of algorithm scalability.
D-HMP-CA incorporates two algorithm parameters which are as follows:
• PopSize: The sub-population size of local CAs.
• NoImpT : A threshold for the number of generations a local CA cannot find a better solution.
These parameters are adjusted by conducting extensive experiments, the results of which show that the algorithm works better generally over all the considered problems by assigning 10 and 5 to PopSize and NoImpT , respectively .
Dynamic Top-Down Dimension Decomposition Technique
The top-down technique starts with a local CA designed to optimize all the problem dimensions together. When the local CA cannot find a better solution after NoImpT generations, it will be split and two new local CAs will be generated, each of which is designed to optimize one half of the dimensions of its parent. It should be noted here that the decomposed local CA cooperates with the two new local CAs for the next generations such that the decomposed local CA will not be split again. Local CAs with only one assigned dimension will not be decomposed as well. Figure 1 illustrates a sample run of D-HMP-CA with the proposed top-down dimension decomposition approach on a 10-dimensional generalized Rosenbrock's function ( f 2 ) represented in Equation 1. In this experiment, PopSize and NoImpT parameters are set to 10 and 5, respectively. The figure shows that the proposed method starts with a local CA designed to optimize all the 10 dimensions. In generation 57, the local CA reaches to its 5 th generation that it cannot find a better solution. Therefore, it will be split into two new local CAs 2 and 3 with assigned dimensions (1,2,3,4,5) and (6,7,8,9,10), respectively. These three local CAs continue to optimize their assigned dimensions until generation 110 in which the 3rd local CA gets ready to be split. This routine continues until generation 595 in which the optimal solution is obtained. It should be noted that the optimal solution is reached without requiring local CA 15 to be split.
Dynamic Bottom-Up Dimension Decomposition Technique
The bottom-up approach starts with a number of local CAs, each of which is designed to optimize only one dimension. The number of initially generated local CAs equals to the number of problem dimensions. These local CAs starts to optimize their assigned dimensions until two of them reach to the no improvement threshold. In this stage, a new local CA is generated to optimize all the dimensions of those two local CAs. Like the top-down approach, each local CA is merged only one time. Therefore, a local CA with all the problem dimensions never get merged. Similar to the top-down technique, D-HMP-CA with the bottom-up approach is applied on a 10-dimensional generalized Rosenbrock's function ( f 2 ) with the same parameters. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the proposed HMP-CA starts with 10 local CAs, each of which is designed to optimize only one dimension. They continue optimizing their assigned dimension until generation 40 when local CAs 9 and 10 reach to their no improvement threshold. Therefore, a new local CA is generated to optimize their assigned dimensions concurrently which would be local CA 11 with dimensions (9,10). In the next generation, local CAs 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6 are merged together and generate local CAs 12, 13, and 14, respectively. This routine continues until generation 65 in which a local CA with all the 10 problem dimensions is generated. These 19 local CAs continue to optimize their own assigned dimensions until generation 650 when an optimal solution is found. In addition to these dynamic decomposition techniques, D-HMP-CA incorporates a shared belief space of size 3 which influences the search mechanism only by providing complement parameters for evaluating partial solutions. In D-HMP-CA, each local CA uses a simple DE incorporating DE/rand/1 mutation operator, binomial crossover operator and a selection mechanism (Raeesi N. and Kobti, 2013) .
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The D-HMP-CA incorporating both dynamic decomposition techniques is experimented on the CEC'2010 benchmark for large scale global optimization problems (Tang et al., 2009) . This benchmark provides some rules and regulations which are as follows. The number of dimensions for all 20 optimization functions should be set to 1000. Although the maximum number of fitness evaluations is 3.00E+6, the obtained solutions for 1.20E+5 and 6.00E+5 fitness evaluations should be recorded. Furthermore, it is declared that each experiment should be conducted for 25 independent runs.
The results of applying D-HMP-CA on CEC'2010 benchmark (Tang et al., 2009 ) are presented in Table 1 illustrating the mean and the standard deviation of the solutions obtained for 25 independent runs. The better mean value is emphasized with bold face 1 . The results presented in these tables reveal that the top-down approach offers better results such that it can find better solutions for all optimization functions except two functions f 1 and f 3 . Therefore, the results indicate that although the bottom-up approach presents better performance in small scale optimization problems , the topdown approach is a more effective method in high dimensional problems. This could be due to the fact that in the earlier generations the local CAs are looking for the promising regions and this is happening by lower number of local CAs with higher number 1 To see the more detailed results including the solutions obtained by 1.20E+5 and 6.00E+5 fitness evaluations please refer to http://cs.uwindsor.ca/~raeesim/ECTA2014/AllResults.pdf of dimensions in the top-down approach, while in the bottom-up approach it takes the resources of higher number of local CAs with lower number of dimensions. Therefore, it is expected for the top-down approach to have more resources (fitness evaluations) for exploiting the promising regions which results in its better performance for non-separable optimization functions. Conversely for the fully separable functions, the top-down approach uses too much resources to generate the local CAs with only one assigned dimensions, while the bottom-up approach starts by initializing these local CAs. This could be the main reason which makes the bottom-up approach a better strategy for functions f 1 and f 3 and a competitive approach for function f 2 .
D-HMP-CA is also evaluated in terms of efficiency to deal with high dimensional problems. D-HMP-CA incorporates the concept of partial solution which is a solution including values for a number of dimensions instead of for all the problem dimensions. D-HMP-CA design each sub-population to handle the partial solutions including the values for the dimensions assigned to the corresponding local CA. In these experiments, 3.00E+6 partial solutions are evolved over various generations such that the numbers of dimensions within these partial solutions are different. One partial solution, for instance, may have only one dimension while another one may have up to 1000 dimensions.
The total number of dimensions within 3.00E+6 partial solutions are counted for all the experiments. The total number of dimensions is averaged over the 25 independent runs which is represented in Table 1 . For instance, the average total number of dimensions incorporated by the bottom-up strategy to solve optimization function f 1 is 1.36E+07. Since this number of dimensions are incorporated by 3.00E+6 partial solutions, it can be said that a partial solution in these experiments incorporates 4.54 dimensions in average. Table 1 also illustrates the average number of dimensions for one partial solution.
Averaged over all the optimization functions, the bottom-up strategy in average incorporates 4.29 dimensions within one partial solution, while the topdown approach incorporates 6.66 dimensions. This difference is mainly due to the fact the top-down strategy starts with partial solutions with higher number of dimensions compared to the bottom-up approach.
Considering 3 operations to be calculated for the DE/rand/1 mutation operator and 3.00E+6 solutions to be mutated, an algorithm requires to execute 6.00E + 6 × #Dimensions operations in total where #Dimensions denotes the number of dimensions of a sample solution.
#TotalOperations
= 3 Operations × #TotalDimensions = 3 × (3.00E + 6) Solutions × #Dimensions = 9.00E + 6 × #Dimensions Therefore, based on this calculation if an algorithm works with only complete solutions, it needs to calculate 9.00E+9 operations, while the number of operations required by the bottom-up and top-down strategies are only 3.86E+7 and 6.00E+7, respectively. Comparing 9.00E+9 operations with 3.87E+7 and 5.99E+7 operations shows that the efficiency of calculating the mutation operator is improved by more than 99%. The same improvement is also obtained for the crossover operator. Conversely, the concept of partial solutions does not affect the efficiency of the selection mechanism in which the new partial solutions are required to be completed for their evaluation. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of D-HMP-CA, its results on large scale global optimization problems are compared with the results of the stateof-the-art methods including DECC-G (Yang et al., 2008a) , MLCC (Yang et al., 2008b) , DECC-DML (Omidvar et al., 2010) and CCVIL (Chen et al., 2010) . These methods are considered for the comparison due to the fact that they are the most recent methods introducing new dimension decomposition techniques. The results of this comparison which is represented in Table 2 illustrate the corresponding rank obtained by both versions of D-HMP-CA compared to the stateof-the-art methods. The best results are also emphasized with bold face. In order to statistically evaluate this comparison, a non-parametric procedure is incorporated (Garca et al., 2009 ) which includes Friedman's ranking test followed by Bonferroni-Dunns test with the two most common significance levels in the literature which are α = 0.05 and α = 0.10. The Friedman's statistic value of Friedman's ranking test is 28.57, for which the p-value in a chisquared distribution is less than 0.0001. It means that there are significant differences between the compared algorithms. These differences will be determined by the second part of this statistical analysis. In order to do so, the algorithm with the minimum average rank should be selected as the control algorithm. In this case, the control algorithm would be our proposed D-HMP-CA with the top-down strategy. With respect to each significance level, Bonferroni-Dunns test calculates a critical difference (CD) for the control algorithm, the results of which are as follows: CD = 1.5240 for α = 0.05 1.3761 for α = 0.10 The summation of a CD and the average rank of the control algorithm defines the threshold ranks with respect to the corresponding significance levels which are as follows:
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T hreshold Rank = 3.4740 for α = 0.05 3.3261 for α = 0.10 A threshold rank determines the algorithms which are significantly outperformed by the control algorithm with respect to the corresponding significance level. In other words, this statistical procedure states that the algorithms with average rank higher than a threshold rank are significantly outperformed by the control algorithm with respect to the corresponding significance level. Figure 3 graphically depicts the results of this statistical analysis. In this figure, the solid line and the dashed line represent the threshold ranks for the significance levels α = 0.05 and α = 0.10, respectively. This figure indicates that the control algorithm significantly outperforms the algorithms whose bar exceeds the threshold lines.
Therefore based on the Friedman's ranking test and Bonferroni-Dunn's method, it can be stated that the proposed D-HMP-CA with top-down strategy outperforms DECC-G, MLCC and DECC-DML with the significance level α = 0.05 and it also outperforms D-HMP-CA with bottom-up strategy with the significance level α = 0.10. Furthermore, this statistical analysis states that although the results obtained by D-HMP-CA with top-down strategy is better than the results of CCVIL, the improvement is not significant.
CONCLUSIONS
HMP-CA (Raeesi N. and Kobti, 2013) incorporates a number of heterogeneous local CAs and a shared belief space to deal with optimization problems. In HMP-CA, the given problem is decomposed into a number of sub-problems which are assigned to different local CAs to be optimized separately in parallel.
HMP-CA is improved by incorporating dynamic decomposition techniques . The improved version which is called D-HMP-CA introduces two dynamic techniques including bottom-up and top-down strategies. It has been shown that D-HMP-CA is an effective as well as efficient method to solve optimization problems .
In this article, the performance of D-HMP-CA is evaluated over large scale global optimization. The interesting point of this research study is that the topdown strategy outperforms the bottom-up technique by offering better solutions, while within lower size problems the bottom-up approach presents a better performance. Generally, the results of this evaluation reveal that D-HMP-CA is an efficient method due to its computational complexity. Furthermore, it is proved that the proposed D-HMP-CA is a scalable method such that it offers competitive performance to solve large scale global optimization problems compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
Although D-HMP-CA offers a great performance to solve large scale global optimization problems, it can be further improved by incorporating more advanced decomposition strategies. Detecting variable interactions in dimension decomposition approach is considered as future direction for this research.
